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Synopsis

Purgatorio follows 7 troubled souls and their torturers dancing to
salvation in Club Purgatorio, a surrealist techno dreamscape.

Inspired by Dante Allegheri’sDivina Commedia and developed at
the Accademia Dell’Arte in Tuscany, this devised physical theatre

piece explores desire, dependency, and divinity through ecstatic

movement. It invites the audience to press where it hurts, live

their darkest fantasies and then to dance it off after.

ContentWarning: This production includes depictions of sex, violence,
drugs, and use of strong language which may be upsetting to some.
Viewer discretion advised.

Director’s Note

Purgatorio is themost recent examination of the boundaries

between life and death in a series of projects on the subject.

Through reflecting on this pattern, and Purgatorio’s place in it, I’ve
(finally) learnedwhat this play is about.Wemined the liminal

spaces between life and death partly to grieve those we’ve

personally lost and provide catharsis in a culture which denied

our collective need tomourn during the ongoing COVID-19

pandemic in favor of productivity. Purgatory also resonatedwith

me as a place of transition, recallingmy experience of gender.We

see a transman die at the start of the piece, but this isn’t a story

about trans pain, it’s a story about the necessary death of a past

self and the challenging, painful, but ultimately blissful rebirth of

the truer versionmade in your own image. The act of transition is

a radical act of self-determination and this play explores the

shamewhich surrounds that experience, compounded by the

universal social corrective shame experienced during and after

transgressing against our fellowman. The characters in Purgatorio
navigate shame and only through understanding, accepting, and

processing it together do they find salvation.




